We consider a boson gas on the stretched horizon of the Schwartzschild and Kerr black holes. It is shown that the gas is in a Bose-Einstein condensed state with the Hawking temperature Tc = TH if the particle number of the system be equal to the number of quantum bits of space-time N ≃ A/lp 2 . Entropy of the gas is proportional to the area of the horizon (A) by construction. For a more realistic model of quantum degrees of freedom on the horizon, we should presumably consider interacting bosons (gravitons). An ideal gas with intermediate statistics could be considered as an effective theory for interacting bosons. This analysis shows that we may obtain a correct entropy just by a suitable choice of parameter in the intermediate statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many efforts have been made to find a statistical interpretation for the entropy of black holes. Starting from a theorem proved by Hawking [1, 2] , Bekenstein conjectured that the entropy of black holes is proportional to the area of its event horizon , S BH = A/4l p 2 , where, A is the area of event horizon and l p is the Planck length [3] . Further evidence for this was given in studies by Hawking [4] . Until 1995, no one was able to make a precise calculation of black hole entropy based on a fundamental theory. The situation changed when the right Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a supersymmetric black hole was calculated by using a method based on D-branes [5] . That calculation was followed by many similar computations of entropy of large classes of other extremal and near-extremal black holes. However, these methods cannot be applied to the more general case of nonsupersymmetric neutral black holes. Also, loop quantum gravity has yielded a detailed prescription for identifying microscopic quantum states corresponding to an isolated horizon [6] .
Despite strong evidence for Bekenstein's conjecture, the physical nature of quantum mechanically distinct internal states has remained unknown. There is another different perspective for microstates of a Schwarzschild black hole based on earlier ideas of 't Hooft [7] , Susskind [8] and some other works [9, 10] . Gerlach tried to interpret the Hawking radiation as one produced by zeropoint fluctuations on the surface of a star that collapsed to form black holes. He concluded that the number W zp of zero-point fluctuation modes gives rise to the Hawking radiation of freely evaporating Schwarzschild black holes is satisfied at ln W zp ∼ = 280S BH [11] . Also, according to York's proposal, Hawking radiation is produced by the black hole's quantum ergosphere of thermally excited gravitational quasinormal modes. He concluded that the number of ways W qe this quantum ergosphere can be excited and reexcited, during the evaporation of Schwarzschild hole into a surrounding radiation bath is satisfied at ln W qe ∼ = 1.106S BH [12] . It has been shown that one can consider the number of quantum mechanically distinct ways that the black holes could have been made by infalling quantum particles [9] . The number of ways a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M can be made by accretion of quanta from infinity (r ≫ 2M ) will be a precise statistical explanation of W .
A great deal of effort has gone into resolving the puzzles of black hole thermodynamics and information loss. In this context, the idea of a stretched horizon arose as a useful tool for thinking about black holes. It originated as a classical description of black holes seen by an outside observers, but the concept was later borrowed to help give a consistent quantum mechanical interpretation of black hole physics [13, 14] . It was also shown that the degrees of freedom of a stretched horizon can be viewed as a gas composed of quasi-particles [15] . This simple picture makes manifest several universal properties of horizons, including the universal relationship between entropy and horizon area. Although a lot of research work has been focused on explaining the physics of horizon, our knowledge about the horizon degrees of freedom is still far from perfect. The simplest choice (not realistic) for the quantum degrees of freedom on the horizon is a noninteracting boson gas [15] . We consider a simple model for the quantum degrees of freedom on the horizon. We assume that the horizon degrees of freedom are in a condensed state whose particle number is equal to the number of space-time quantum bits N ≃ A/l 2 p . For earlier studies on condensation on a curved space-time see Ref. [16] .
Since in a more realistic model we should consider a kind of interaction between bosons, in this paper, we explore an effective theory which is a version of brick-wall model with interacting bosons (gravitons). This model may give us some insight about the real quantum degrees of freedom on the horizon. The idea is similar to the brick-wall model introduced by 't Hooft [7] . According to his derivation, the black hole entropy can be obtained by considering a quantum gas of scalar particles propagating outside the event horizon of the Schwarzschild black hole. The cutoff has been introduced for removing the divergence due to the infinite blueshift near the horizon. It is shown that the black hole entropy consists of mainly two parts: the leading order term as the standard Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and the logarithmic corrections to the black hole entropy. In this context, another model, i.e. thin film model, has been introduced to improve the brick-wall model which can be applied to various black holes such as non-static black holes [17] .
Drawing upon the well-established fact that an interacting boson system could be represented by a deformed statistic [18] . We will consider a gas of particles with intermediate statistics as an (approximate) effective theory for the horizon degrees of freedom. For this purpose, two different intermediate statistics [19, 20] will be investigated in which a condensed state of particles is possible. It is interesting that we may obtain entropy by determining the correct parameter in the statistics. The intermediate statistics is used here as a new tool to obtain the correct thermodynamic quantities. This toy model could give us some insights about the quantum structure of space-time. Our calculations indicate that the equipartition theorem on the stretched horizon should run as follows [21] [22] [23] [24] ,
where, U H and T H = T c denote the internal energy and the Hawking temperature (local condensation temperature) on the stretched horizon, respectively, and N e = A/l 2 p is the number of quantum bits of space-time. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, the possibility of Bose-Einstein condensation on stretched horizon of Schwarzschild and Kerr-Newman space-time is investigated. In Sec. 3, and Sec. 4, two kinds of fractional statistics such as Polychronakos and q-deformed are introduced and some interesting properties of these intermediate statistics are explored. In Sec. 5, the thermodynamic quantities are obtained for an ideal fermion gas that is located near the horizon. Finally, in Sec, 6 . the condensation on an arbitrary screen and the first law of thermodynamics are evaluated.
II. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION ON THE HORIZON
First, we will evaluate the density of states in the background of a curved space-time. We consider a system with N non-interacting particles described by a Hamiltonian H(p i , q i ). The system is confined to a specified volume and has an energy E. Therefore, H(p i , q i ) = E designates the phase space points located anywhere on the constant energy surface. We can start from the following quantities:
where, Θ(x − x 0 ) is the Heaviside step function and the density of the state is g(E) = dΓ(E)/dE. Now, for computing the volume of the phase space below an energy E in the curved space-time, we have to use a covariant definition of energy. Such a definition of phase space volume in any static space-time is given by [25] Γ
where, p a is the four-momentum of the particle and ξ a ≡ (1, 0) is the killing vector of the static space-time. We construct the density of states for a two-dimensional box in a static space-time. By using p a p a = m 2 , one can write
where, g 00 and γ αβ are the metric elements of spacetime and generally the line element is ds 2 = g 00 dt 2 − γ αβ dx α dx β . If we explore the system in various backgrounds the coefficient will be clear.
A. Rindler space-time
For a Rindler space-time, the line element is ds
⊥ , where κ is the surface gravity and Rindler observer perceives a horizon at x = −1/κ. Due to the quantum uncertainty about the position of any object, one cannot differentiate between an object that is Planck length distant from the horizon or one that has crossed the horizon. Therefore, we assume that the box reaches x = −κ −1 + l p . For a two dimensional box fixed near the horizon, by using Eq. (4) one can evaluate
Thus, the density of states is
where, A ⊥ is the area of the box. We can work out the particle number using the derived density of states and the bosons mean occupation number,
where, Li n (x) denotes the polylogarithm functions and z = exp(βµ) is the fugacity of the boson gas. As we know, Bose-Einstein condensation occurs at z = 1, and one can find the phase transition temperature at the constant particle density [26] ,
where, ζ(x) is the Reimann zeta function. Hawking radiation temperature is β H = 2π/κ, and one can, therefore, find a relationship such as that in (9) below to hold between phase transition temperature and the temperature of the horizon,
Now, a surprising result occurs when the particle number is equal to the number of quantum bits of spacetime on the stretched horizon: N = (
. In this case, the condensation temperature T c is equal to the Hawking temperature T H ,
To gain more information about the quantum structure of space-time, the ideal boson gas may be viewed as a probe. Therefore, we expect to find some information about thermodynamic quantities of an arbitrary twodimensional screen (r > 2M ) by imposing N ≃ A ⊥ /l p 2 . It should be interesting to investigate weak or strong interactions between particles of the gas or to use some other probes such as an ideal gas with fractional statistics. We will discuss these elsewhere.
B. Schwarzschild space-time
In the following, we will consider the Schwarzschild space-time with the following metric,
Obviously, the surface of constant energy is characterized by γ αβ p α p β = E 2 /g 00 − m 2 . Now, consider a twodimensional spherical box at a fixed radius and containing non-interacting bosons in the ultra-relativistic limit where the rest mass of particles is negligible. We derive some thermodynamic quantities at stretched horizon (r 0 = 2M + h). We will choose h such that the proper length from the horizon is equal to the Planck length. Therefore, we will fix h to be
We evaluate Γ(E) using Eq. (3) as follows
and therefore, the density of states will be g(E) = 2πΩEr
), where, Ω denotes the solid angle and r 0 is the radius where in the box is located. The particle number can be evaluated as follows
In this case, the phase transition temperature will be
If the box is located at near the horizon (h ≪ 2M ), we approximate [1 − (2M/r 0 )] ≈ h/(2M ), and using Eq. (12), we will have
We notice that Hawking radiation temperature is given by the surface gravity, κ = g ′ 00 /2 = 1/2M , and
. Finally, one can work out a relation between BEC temperature on the stretched horizon and the Hawking radiation temperature of the black hole. As is expected, we obtain Eq. (10) again.
For any spherically symmetric static space-time with the metric
the horizon (r = r H ) is defined by f (r H ) = 0 and f ′ (r H ) = 2κ. It is straightforward to calculate the density of states g(E) = 2πEA ⊥ /f (r) and the phase transition temperature will be obtained as in the preceding evaluation . We note that at locations near the horizon, the metric element can be approximated by
If we use the proper length l p from the horizon instead of h by using
and the Hawking radiation temperature
4πkB , we will have the following equation for f (r 0 ), near the horizon:
Also, a similar relation will hold between temperature of the phase transition and the Hawking temperature as in Eq. (10) . One can evaluate the internal energy and entropy of the screen at the stretched horizon in the condensate state. Using the evaluated density of state and the well-known thermodynamic relations, we obtain
where, A is the Helmholtz free energy and γ 0 = 3ζ (3) 2π , γ = 3ζ (3) ζ (2) , and it is evident that U = 2 3 ST H [23, 24, [26] [27] [28] . Therefore, the internal energy of the gas on the stretched horizon will be proportional to the mass of the black hole
C. Kerr-Newman space-time
In this section, we calculate the thermodynamic quantities of a non-interacting boson gas at the stretched horizon of the Kerr-Newman space-time. The axisymmetric Kerr-Newman black hole solution is given by:
where
and
where, M , a, and Q are mass, angular momentum per unit mass, and charge of black hole, respectively. As discussed in the preceding section, we need to calculate the phase space volume by the following relation:
Γ(E) = dθdφdp θ dp φ
Here, we should note that the physical quantities must be measured locally in order for the entropy to be calculated from the viewpoint of the observer near the horizon. [29] . Thus, the observer measures local energy as ǫ = E/ −g ′ tt , where
And, due to the fact that the p φ and p θ integrals must be evaluated by calculating the area of the p φ − p θ ellipse satisfying the following constraint condition:
the phase space volume (24) will be:
To obtain the density of states, we have to differentiate with respect to the energy (g(E) = dΓ(E) dE ) and so we need the first term of the above relation. Using the KerrNewman metric and Eq. (27), Γ(E) can, therefore, be rewritten as:
sinθdθ (28) If we expand the numerator near the horizon, we will then have
Finally, the density of states will be
Using the derived density of states, the mean number of particles will become:
Transition temperature takes place at z=1, when N − N 0 is practically identical with the total number of particles N ; hence, the transition temperature becomes
Near the horizon, r 0 = r + + h, will have:
where, r + = M + M 2 − a 2 − Q 2 is the location of the outer horizon of the Kerr-Newman black hole. Also, the proper length to the horizon l p can be obtained from the following relation
Since the Kerr-Newman black hole is not spherically symmetric and the proper length l p must be constant, we
, which is compatible with the results reported elsewhere [30] . In the following, we expend
So, for the minimal length from the horizon, we have
Finally, T c that was obtained in Eq. (33) can be expressed in terms of the Hawking temperature
and the proper length l p from the horizon can be used instead of h:
is the area of the two-dimensional spherical surface located near the horizon. The transition temperature will be equal to the Hawking temperature (T c = T H ) when the particle number is proportional to the following number of quantum bits of space-time on the stretched horizon:
For small values of a/r + , arctan(a/r + ) is approximately equal to a/r + and we will have
which is exactly equivalent to Eq. (10). On the other hand, the largest value of a/r + (extremal limit) corresponds to the lowest value of N. It is interesting that by approaching to a planck scale extremal black hole
1/2 and J = , N tends to the lowest possible positive integer N ≃ 1.
In the following, we will derive the leading thermodynamic quantities. First of all, we evaluate the internal energy of the system by using the well-known thermodynamics relation.
Substituting (38) in the above equation, and considering the fact that transition temperature occurs at z = 1, we obtain the internal energy as follows
The Helmholtz free energy A is given by the following formula
Using (41) and (42), we can obtain the entropy-area relationship of the stretched horizon,
In the limit a → 0, the above expression tends to the corresponding expression obtained in section 2. Up to now, we have considered a noninteracting boson gas as a model for the quantum degrees of freedom on the horizon. This toy model is too simple and we may improve it by assuming a gas of interacting bosons. In the next two sections, we will consider a gas of particles with two kinds of intermediate statistics. These models could be considered as effective theories of interacting particles [18] . They are more realistic and are also capable of showing certain aspects of the degrees of freedom on the horizon.
III. POLYCHRONAKOS FRACTIONAL STATISTICS
As a first approximation we could consider a free gas of gravitons to represent quantum degrees of freedom on the horizon. In a more realistic theory we should consider interaction between gravitons. A dense state of gravitons (bosons) is similar to an interacting boson gas in a curved background. For such interacting gas of bosons (gravitons) we assume that intermediate statistics is a useful effective theory. This means that interaction in a dense gas of gravitons (degrees of freedom on the horizon) might be formulated by a simple gas with intermediate statistics on a curved background. We wil consider this theory as a good approximation for a gas of gravitons. For a particular value of the parameter of the intermediate statistics we have a specific interaction between particles and by varying the parameter we actually change the strength of the interaction. The fractional statistics has been discussed as a generalization of Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics. There are some fractional exclusion statistics such as Haldane, Gentile, and Polychronakos [31] [32] [33] . In this section, we will investigate the fractional exclusion statistics that was introduced by Polychronakos. The distribution function of Polychronakos fractional statistics is of the following form:
where, k = 0, k = 1 and 0 < k < 1 correspond to bosons, fermions, and Polychronakos fractional statistics, respectively. The thermodynamic geometry of the Polychronakos fractional statistics was studied in [19] . It was shown that the thermodynamic geometry of Polychronakos fractional statistics could be divided into two different regions. For k < 0.5, the thermodynamic curvature is positive and condensation may occur in this region as explored in [19] . In the following, we investigate the Bose-Einstein condensation of Polychronakos fractional statistics gas on the stretched horizon. By using density of states for the general form of the metric given in section 2.2,
f (r0) , the particle number is given by:
Since occupation numbers cannot be negative or infinite, it is obvious that 0 ≤ z(1 − 2k) ≤ 1. Therefore, the phenomenon of condensation occurs at z(1 − 2k) = 1 and the phase transition temperature of the system is:
where, ζ(2) is the Riemann zeta function. Near the horizon, by substituting f (r 0 ) = 4π
H in the above relation, we will have:
Assuming that the particle number N near the horizon is given by,
the condensation temperature T c will be equal to the Hawking temperature T H , as in Eq. (10) . To calculate the entropy of this system, we need the internal energy and Helmholtz free energy as given by: (50) where, we have used the definition of fugacity z ≡ e βµ . If we insert z(1 − 2k) = 1, for condensation, then we will obtain the relation below
In the following, we can work out the entropy of the system by using Eqs. (48), (51):
where,
2π ln(1 − 2k)]. We can see for k = 0.4, the entropy near the horizon will be S = 
IV. Q-OSCILLATORS ALGEBRA
In this section, we will explore a system with N relativistic and non-interacting q-deformed bosons as horizon degrees of freedom. In recent years, much attention has been directed to deformed statistics, such as fractional, Quon statistics, Anyon statisticas etc. The theory of qdeformed bosons, or q-oscillators, was introduced based on quantum groups with particular deformation parameters. A great deal of effort has been directed toward obtaining the thermodynamic and statistical properties of a q-deformed boson gas by Jackson derivative. These efforts have resulted in deriving both the expressions of the physical quantities such as Bose-Einstein condensation temperature and the heat capacity of the system [20] . In this section, we will first introduce the q-deformed algebra defined by the following relations [34] [35] [36] :
where, [x, y] k = xy − kyx, with k = 1 for q-bosons and k = −1 for q-fermions, and c † , c are the creation, annihilation operators and N is the q-number operator, respectively, for which the following relations hold true:
where, [..] stands for the q-basic number that is defined as:
Furthermore, in the q-deformed structures, we need to the Jackson derivative (JD):
In the q → 1 limit, JD reduces to the ordinary derivative. The Hamiltonian of a system with N relativistic and non-interacting q-deformed bosons has the following form:
where, ǫ i is the kinetic energy in the state i with the number operator N i and µ is the chemical potential. The logarithm of the grand partition function for this system is given by:
where, z = e βµ is the fugacity. It is easy to show that the thermodynamic quantities in a q-deformed theory can be obtained from JD derivative, rather than from the ordinary one. So, the number of particles and internal energy can be obtained from the relations:
where, n i is the mean occupation number that is obtained as follows [37] :
We should note that the JD applies with respect to the z = e βµ or y i = e −βǫi that are in the exponential form.
With regard to the fact that the spectrum of the particle states of the system in the thermodynamic limit, is almost a continuous one, the summation in Eq. (59) can be replaced with the following integral.
where, g(ǫ) is the density of states. For calculating the thermodynamic quantities, we first need to obtain g(ǫ).
We shall be interested in the density of states of the general form of metric that was given in section 2.2,
f (r0) . Now, we can work out the thermodynamic quantities using the mean occupation number in Eq.(60), and the derived density of states:
By integrating by part, we obtain the following expres-
where, H n (z, q) = Li n (zq) − Li n (zq −1 ) and Li n (x) denotes the polylogarithm function. The internal energy for q-deformed statistic is defined by,
We now proceed to calculate the Helmholtz free energy A that is given by
By using the prescription of the JD in the q-deformed algebra, and integration by part, we obtain the following expression for A:
where, x = βǫ and h n (z, q) = 1 q−q −1 H n (z, q) while we know the deformed function h n (z, q), in the limit q → 1, reduces to the Polylogarithm function Li n (z) for bosons and to the function f n (z) for fermions. From the expressions for the internal energy Eq.(64) and the Helmholtz free energy Eq.(67), it is easy to show that the entropy of the q-deformed gas has the following form:
We now explore condensation of this q deformed Bose gas that is located in a static space-time with horizon. We can argue that there is an upper bound on the fugacity z of the q-deformed boson gas where the deformed function h n (z, q) has its largest value. We pointed out that the upper bound on the fugacity can be obtained from two conditions: occupation number should be non-negative and its JD must exist. Therefore, the critical value of fugacity is given by [38] :
We are now in a position to calculate the thermodynamic quantities such as the particles number (N), the internal energy (U), and finally the entropy (S) for the situation in which condensation occurs. A similar analysis as in section 3 leads to the following particle number N .
because of the Pauli exclusion principle. It is worth noting that the system is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the horizon, i.e T = T H , the particle numbers near the horizon will be almost equal to the number of space-time degrees of freedom on the horizon:
. The internal energy and Helmholtz free energy are defined as:
For the entropy of the system, we will have
Finally, we can see that at z = 0.44, the derived entropy will be identical to the Hawking-Bekenstein entropy, i.e S = kB A ⊥ 4l 2 p , in which the expansion of f n (z) was used for z which is less than unity: f n (z) = z − z 2 2 n + z 3 3 n − ...). The internal energy of this system will be U ≃ 2N k B T H , meaning that the equipartition rule corresponds to a relativistic gas with two degrees of freedom as expected. If the temperature of the gas is very low, the mean occupation number becomes
where, µ 0 is the chemical potential of the system at T = 0. So, at T = 0, all single particle states are completely filled up to E = µ 0 , while all states with E > µ 0 are empty. The limiting energy µ 0 is referred to as the Fermienergy of the system and is represented by ǫ f . Near the horizon, one can obtain the particle number of this system, as follows
As already explained, near the horizon, the particle number of a fermion gas at Hawking temperature is equal to
. Thus, we readily obtain the following interesting relation for Fermi-energy:
Although the geometry underlying general relativity is bosonic, our calculation indicates that fermions are also good candidate for fundamental structure of quantum bits of space -time. We would like to mention cooper pairs that are responsible for superconductivity. In lack of any experimental evidence we should also study such new scenarios.
VI. CONDENSATION ON AN ARBITRARY SCREEN (r > 2M ) AND THE FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS
In discussing the properties of horizon, we have repeatedly run into the idea of the stretched horizon located a microscopic distance from the mathematical horizon. Similar to what we do for the horizon, we can assume an arbitrary screen (r s > 2M ), so that the box of bose gas located at a Planck length away from it. For a recent study of thermodynamics on a maximally symmetric holographic screen which is relevant to our study see [39] . It is worth to note that, due to the uncertainty in the position of any objects, one cannot really talk about the location of the box of gas r 0 , that is located very close to the screen. Therefore, Like in the previous cases we consider r 0 = r s + h to be very close to the screen such that h/r s ≪ 1. In the following section we again consider spherically symmetric static space-time with the metric
The distance of the particles from the screen can be explored by replacing h instead of a Planck length l p which measures proper distance.
Therefore, by using the derived equation, we can fix h to be
We can also evaluate the relation between the phase transition temperature of the ideal two-dimensional boson gas located at an arbitrary distance from the horizon and a temperature equal to the Unruh temperature of the holographic screen [24, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . It should be noted that we assume the Unruh-Verlinde temperature on a holographic screen as proposed in entropic force formulation of gravity [24] . A boson gas can be used as a probe to explore equipartition theorem and entropy of quantum bits of such screens. By using the derived density of state for the spherically symmetric static space-time, in section 2, we have,
0 denotes the area of the box. We note that, at near the screen the metric element can be approximated by f (r 0 ) ≃ f (r s ) + (r 0 − r s )f ′ (r s ) = f (r s ) + hf ′ (r s ), also by using equations (85), (86), we get
where, T u = |f ′ (r)|/4π denotes the Unruh temperature and T p = 1/2πk B l p is the Planck temperature. It is evident that the above equation reduces to (10) on the horizon. In other words, the condensation temperature on the holographic screen is greater than the Unruh temperature and, therefore, the quantum bits on the screen are in a condensed state.
We claim that this theory could be considered as a model for the quantum bits of space-time on a holographic screen. Similar calculation for an arbitrary holographic screen yields,
In the above equation
2 is a constant. We propose that (88) is a valid result for quantum bits of space-time on the holographic screen. Also we can calculate the thermodynamic quantities for an ideal gas with particles obeying Polychronakos fractional statistics located at an arbitrary holographic screen and we will see that the entropy for k = 0.4 is as follows:
The new equipartition theorem for an arbitrary holographic screen which is defined in (88) leads to the following first law of thermodynamics.
The presence of the last term is due to the fact that the number of quantum bits on two neighboring holographic screens are different, although for a single holographic screen µ = 0. It is simple to show that a part of dU cancels out both T dS and P dV terms exactly. Another part of dU is equal to µdN . We propose a new physical energy interpretation for the quantum bits of space-time on the holographic screen, namely
2 . This physical energy on the holographic screen is too small to be detected at this time. This analysis leads to the following proposal:
On an arbitrary holographic screen the number of quantum bits of space-time in the ground {N 0 } and excited
This means that all quantum bits of an asymptotic Minkowski space-time (T u = 0) are in the ground state. It should be noted that the definition of U u in (88) does not change the Newton's inverse square law if we use the entropic interpretation of the gravitational force [24] . Another interesting result is that the horizon is a boundary where all quantum bits of space-time are going to be in the excited state. calculation of µ from (90) yields:
is extremely small and tends to zero asymptotically. It is simple to interpret this behavior for the asymptotically flat region where most quantum bits of space-time are in the ground state and little energy is needed to add a quantum bit to the excited states on the holographic screen. On the other hand, on the horizon, µ goes toward large numbers, which is also expected. All excited states are full on the horizon and a large amount of energy is needed to add a quantum bit to the holographic screen. It seems that for a holographic screen inside a black hole quantum bits of space-time should start filling quantum states with an energy gap from the ground state. Based on this interpretation, the singularity is not a physical point as the lowest possible energy for a quantum bit of space-time goes to infinity at that point. We will investigate this interpretation more completely elsewhere.
A. Entropy of the screen by directly counting the degrees of freedom
One can obtain the entropy of the holographic screen at stretched horizon by counting the likely microstate. We can assume that the system has G = A ⊥ /l 2 p states to be occupied and N quantum bits of space-time have to be distributed among these states. Also, we notice that at the condensate state N = A ⊥ /l 2 p = G. Therefore, the number of distinct ways in which the N identical and indistinguishable particles (quantum bits of space-time) can be distributed among the G excited states in the thermodynamic limit will be
and, therefor, the entropy can be worked out as a function of N or equivalently A ⊥ /l p 2 as follows
where, a, b, . . . are constants. The above result is consistent with the known result that a massless scalar filed yields logarithmic corrections to the entropy [47] . It follows that in a Minkowski space where all quantum bits of space-time are in the ground state (according to our proposal), the entropy is zero [48] . In this way, we may obtain the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as well as its corrections which are somewhat universal in theories of quantum gravity such as loop quantum gravity and string theory [49, 50] .
B. Boson gas as a fast scrambler
It is simple to show that the time scale for a particle to diffuse over the entire physical system with temperature T satisfies tT ∼ N 2/d l 0p , where N is the number of particles,p is the average momentum of a particle in thermal equilibrium and l 0 is length scale of the system, which for a dense gas can be the separation of the molecules or their size. In the case of strongly correlated quantum systems, the diffusion and scrambling times are of the same order. If the total entropy of the gas is in the order of the number of molecules, than the scrambling time is t * T = S 2/d , where d is the dimension of the system. One might think that in the real world t * T never grows more slowly than S 2/3 [51] . However, assuming that the Stefan-Boltzmann law gives the rate at which the stretched horizon emits energy in the outgoing Hawking radiation (
2 ), where t is the Schwarzschild time coordinate, we will, therefore, have,
Now, one can obtain a consistent scrambling time t * ∼ β ln S, where β is the inverse Hawking temperature. It is remarkable that for a black hole, the scrambling time satisfies t * T ∼ ln S.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The possibility of Bose-Einstein condensation for a boson gas on the stretched horizon of the Schwartzschild and Kerr-Newman space-times was investigated and it was found that in cases where the particle number of the system is proportional (equal) to the number of quantum bits of space-time N ≃ A/l p 2 , the gas will be in the condensed state with the Hawking temperature T c = T H . This condensed state represents a kind of brick-wall model and can be used to count horizon degrees of freedom. This finding is in certain ways similar to those of a recent study about condensation and BTZ black holes [52] . In a recent paper Dvali and Gomez (DG) [53] proposed that black holes are nothing but a Bose-Einstein condensate of gravitons. These are some similarities between our and DG proposal. For example the size of condensate A ≃ N l p 2 in our approach which is similar to l ≃ √ N l p in [53] and DG proposal for the critical energy is E c = The entropy of the interacting gas was regularized by choosing the correct parameter of the statistics. We may consider this interacting boson (graviton) gas as an effective coarse-grained theory for the quantum structure of space-time. Another finding of the present study implies a new form of equipartition theorem for holographic screens, which reduces to the known formula on the horizon. Our proposal indicates a finite entropy for the holographic screen that does not diverge at infinity. It will be interesting to see if the above mentioned results could be obtained by other methods.
